SNEEZING

Exercise

Read the passage and answer these questions.

1. What is the main idea for this passage?
   a. Person's feeling when he sneeze.
   b. The causes of sneezing and its danger.
   c. The causes of cold and hay fever.
   d. When does person sneeze?

2. According to the passage, which sentence is TRUE?
   a. Sneezing makes sneezer feel better.
   b. People can decide when to sneeze.
   c. The bright light is not the cause of sneezing.
   d. Germs from sneezing cannot go for a long distance.

3. Why is sneezing dangerous for people?
   a. There are many causes of sneezing.
   b. Sneezing contains dangerous germs
   c. Sneezing can make people sick.
   d. We cannot decide when to sneeze.

4. "They" in line 3 refers to .......... .
   a. actors
   c. sneeze
   b. person
d. stage

5. What is the opposite word for "tiny"?
   a. small
   c. thin
   b. big
d. clear

6. Why does sneezing from people get you in trouble?

7. Can you tell the ways to protect yourself from other people's sneezing?